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CLUB NEWS 

NEW NEWSLETTER BANNER 

Some time ago I considered changing the 
banner for our Club's Newsletter.  After the 
painful realization that I am not a designer, I 
gave up on changing the design.  John, how-
ever, came to our rescue. 

This creative design came about when John 
suggested it for a Club's banner for our 
booth at the National Association Aladdin 
Lamp Collectors Show in July.  (See article 
below.)  I had the banner made and decided 
it was the perfect design for our Club's 
newsletter, website and letterhead.   

A new design was long over due and a very 
special "thanks" goes to John for his creative 
work. 

A FIRST FOR THE FAIRY LAMP 

CLUB ! by Connie 
The National Association Aladdin Lamp 
Collectors, Inc. invited two members of the 
Fairy Lamp Club to attend their 33rd  Inter-
national Lamp Show & Sale at Evansville, 
Indiana on July 28-30, 2005. Other Clubs in 
attendance will be: The Rushlight Club, The 
International Coleman Collectors, Inc., 
Night Lights (Miniature Lamp Collectors), 
The Historic Lighting Society of Canada, 
The Historic Lighting Club from the UK, 
and The International Guild of Lamp Re-
searchers.  On Friday, there is a lamp show 
for members of the Aladdin Association. On 
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Saturday there is a public show from 9 AM 
and 3 PM. 

The Club will have a free table to display or 
sell Fairy Lamp items. In return for the invi-
tation and the table, the Club has to do a 
presentation on Fairy Lamps.  Jim Sapp is 
unable to attend the meeting. My husband, 
John, and I will attend, set up and monitor 
the table. I will do a presentation on Samuel 
Clarke: His Fairy Lamp Candles and Lamps. 
We do this in return for the use of the table. 

We would love to see and meet any Fairy 
Lamp Club members who would be inter-
ested and able to attend this meeting on Sat-
urday, July 30, 2005 between 9 AM and 3 
PM. Some of our members have gone to this 
show in the past. Jim Sapp said that he en-
joyed his visit to the show.  

FIRST FAIRY LAMP CLUB MEETING  
MAY 20-22, 2005 by Jim 

Just in case you have not heard, our first Club 
meeting will take place this month in New 
Bedford, Massachusetts.  This meeting would 
not have materialized without the initial 
planning by two of our "most determined" 
members, Connie and Kathy.  Connie has 
eventually taken the lead in the planning and 
has made all the final arrangements for this 
initial Club meeting.  Hopefully, it will set 
the stage for future meetings of our members. 

The agenda and details of the meeting were 
included in the last newsletter along with a 
registration form.  In addition, this informa-
tion is available on our website under the 
heading, "Club Meeting Agenda and Regis-
tration Form."  If you plan to attend the 
meeting, please send in your Registration 
Form to Connie as soon as possible.  

If you have any questions about the meeting, 
please contact Connie at connie7@aol.com 
or by telephone at (860) 584-9573. 

Pat and I are already packing our bags (along 
with all our other household possessions) 

and look forward to meeting you at the 
meeting. 

WEBPAGE UPDATES by Jim 

I have not devoted much time to our website 
this quarter.  Surprisingly, the construction 
of our new home has captured all of my at-
tention.  However, our "adventure" is almost 
complete and I will be able to get back to 
fairy lamp business very soon.  That may be 
wishful thinking on my part as moving into 
a new home brings with it "tons of chores" 
to be completed.  But, be patient for I have 
certainly not lost interest in continuing the 
development of our Club's website.  And, 
apparently neither have the hundreds of visi-
tors who visit our Club's website regularly.  
In fact, we have had over 3,000 visitors this 
quarter!  Pretty soon, we may have to start 
charging admission.  ☺   

FROM OUR MEMBERS 

VINTAGE S. CLARKE 'S FAIRY PYRA-

MID FAIRY CAKE CUTTER  by Jim 

It continually amazes me the things you 
learn about fairy lamps on eBay.  A good 
example is a recent eBay auction sent to me 
by one of our members.  Excerpts from the 
description read: 

 

"Presented for auction is this EXTREMELY 
RARE piece of vintage Kitchenalia.  It is a 
superb S. Clarke's Patent Fairy Pyramid, 
which was used to cut out Fairy Cakes in the 
shape of Pyramids.  On the inside about a 
1/4" down from the top rim is a rippled 
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ledge running all the way around the inside 
thus when turned upside down and pushed 
over a fairy cake it cuts a small one out in 
the shape of a pyramid, at the bottom it is 
marked with the patent trademark name of 
the item as can be seen in the photo above 
and on the base underneath it has the mak-
ers mark which is Taylor Tunnicliffe & Co 
of England and was used on items from 
1875-1898.  It is in excellent condition for 
its age and considering its functional use in 
the kitchen with no cracks or restoration.  A 
superb and extremely rare piece of kitchena-
lia in remarkably good condition." 

Of course, I have included this bit of trivia 
in good fun and commend the seller on 
his/her creative and seemingly authoritative 
description.   

It was only a matter of a few minutes, how-
ever, before one of our helpful members 
provided the seller with the correct informa-
tion about this "extremely rare piece of 
kitchenalia." 

So, the next time you are searching for fairy 
lamps be sure to review the items in the 
"Kitchenalia" category.  You just may get 
lucky.  ☺ 

NEWLY DISCOVERED ARTICLES IN 

PERIODICALS by Jim 

As you may know, I maintain an on-line da-
tabase of fairy lamp articles that appear in 
periodicals.  The list of articles continues to 
grow and with help from Connie and a cou-
ple eBay friends, we have identified three 
more for our list.  The articles appear in: 

• Hobbies, July 1957 – The Fairy Lamp by 
Amelia MacSwiggan 

• The Antiques Journal, December 1971 – 
Fairy Lamps  by Amelia MacSwiggan 

• National Antiques Review, April 1975 – 
Samuel Clarke's Utilitarian Fairy Lamps 
by Amelia MacSwiggan 

While some of the articles are repetitive in 
nature, each one adds a little to our knowl-
edge.  Please let me know if you know of 
other reference materials not in our database. 

A complete listing of all known publications 
and articles can be found on our website un-
der the heading "Fairy Lamp Reference Ma-
terials." 

PRESSED GLASS COLLECTORS CLUB  
by Jim 

Last October Rod Crowshaw, founder of the 
Pressed Glass Collectors Club in the UK, 
contacted me.  Rod was preparing an article 
on fairy lamps in his Club's publication 
"Marking Times" and wished to use informa-
tion from our website.  I agreed, of course, 
and a friendship was struck. 

The Pressed Glass Collectors Club (PGCC) 
was formed in 1994 and is postal based cen-
tered on the Club's journal Marking Times.  
The main goal of the Club — much like our 
own — is to encourage and inform members 
and provide a network for fellow collectors 
to share information.  

The Club's main area of interest is English 
pressed glass of the Victorian1 and Edward-
ian2 era but they also have strong interest in 
other areas of pressed glass collecting in-
cluding, American Depression and EAPG, 
Art Deco, Continental, and up and coming 
areas of collectable pressed glass.  

Their membership base is primarily in the 
UK; however, they have members in USA, 
Australia, New Zealand and mainland 
Europe.  Members are openly encouraged to 
treat the club as their own and to contribute 
articles, pictures and comments. 

                                                 
1 The Victorian era is defined as the reign of Queen 
Victoria, 1837 – 1901, the longest reign in British 
history.  (www.royal.gov.uk/output/Page118.asp) 
 
2 Edward VII, 1841–1910, King of Great Britain and 
Ireland.  (www.royal.gov.uk/output/page131.asp) 
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Rod and I quickly agreed that it was in our 
Club's best interest to share information be-
tween our Clubs.  With that in mind, we 
have provided honorary memberships to 
each other.  This relationship has already 
paid off for our Club with contributions 
from Rod on pressed glass fairy lamps, as 
you will see in the following article.  I would 
encourage our members to become familiar 
with the PGCC by visiting their website at: 

pressedglassclub.mysite.wanadoo-
members.co.uk 

If you have a general interest in pressed 
glass, perhaps you can help their Club by 
becoming a "Overseas Correspondent."  The 
PGCC is seeking one or two honorary mem-
bers, based in North America, who would 
like to contribute to Marking Times by send-
ing articles on pressed glass for each issue 
which is published three times a year.  This 
is a great opportunity to share your knowl-
edge of pressed glass with fellow collectors 
and, equally important, develop relation-
ships abroad with others who share your in-
terests. 

The pay is not very good but an honorary 
membership to their Club with all the asso-
ciated "perks" could make your efforts very 
worthwhile.  As an honorary member you 
will receive, free of charge, three issues of 
Marking Times per year and will be entitled 
to purchase any of the club publications at 
member's discount price. 

If you have interest in this position, please 
contact Rod at: 

glassman@pressedglassclub.fsnet.co.uk 

FAIRY LAMP CATALOGS – NEW DIS-

COVERIES by Jim with contributions by the 
PGCC, Rod Crowshaw 

As I indicated in the previous article, Rod 
Crowshaw, founder, Pressed Glass Collec-
tors Club, has already made several signifi-
cant contributions to our Club.  Through his 
research of early pressed glass, he has come 

across several European catalogs that illus-
trate fairy lamps of various types.  Only a 
few of these lamps have we seen before.  
The others are undocumented and provide 
greater insight into European manufacturers 
of fairy lamps. 

The newly discovered catalog pages are 
from the 1915 S. Reich & Sons catalog, the 
1925 Walther & Sons catalog, the 1915 
Brockwitz catalog, and the 1907 Valleryst-
hal & Portieux catalog.  Each catalog page 
included detailed drawings, catalog number, 
and was printed in black and white.  

I have included edited copies of each catalog 
with this issue of the newsletter for your 
files, however, some require a little discus-
sion. 

 

This example from a 1915 S. Reich catalog 
shows a model 1178 Kerzenlampe (candle 
lamp) on a pedestal base with a squatty can-
dle.  At first glance it appears to be a pegged 
lamp cup on a candlestick.  The cross sec-
tion drawing, shown on the right, does not 
indicate a pegged lamp cup.  Instead, the 
pedestal base appears to be specifically de-
signed to support the shade. 

The Reich family were well established in 
the production of glass. Since 1813 they had 
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been the owners of several glass works in 
Moravia and Bohemia.  Their products were 
well known on foreign markets.3 

 

This example from a 1925 Walther & Sons 
catalog illustrates candle lamp model 2029 
consisting of a ribbed shade with a scalloped 
bottom edge resting on the rim of a candle 
cup.  It is interesting to note that the retain-
ing rim of the cup is on the interior of the 
shade similar to bases shown in R-149, 153. 
158, 186, etc. 

Walther-Glas is a large German glass manu-
facturer now located in Driburg, specializing 
in household glass. Still a family-run busi-
ness, the roots of the company extend back 
to 1865, when Karl Walther established his 
glass factory in Ottendorf/Okrilla, near 
Dresden.4 

 
                                                 
3 www.zawiercie.top.pl/hsg/historia/histeng.htm 
4 www.anteques.com/srv/antaday/16779.htm 

These examples (not shown to scale) from a 
1915 Brockwitz catalog illustrate three can-
dle Nachtlampes (Night Lamp) models 310-
312.  Each illustration also includes prices in 
what is assumed to be Deutsche (Germany) 
Marks ranging from M.20. to M.22.50.   

The examples shown on the left have bases 
similar to the one from the Walther and Sons 
catalog.  The third example appears to be 
very similar to French Vallerysthal lamp il-
lustrated in R-429.  A close inspection, 
however, indicates that it has subtle but sig-
nificant differences illustrated below.  

 

The lamp illustrated in the center appears to 
be a fairy-size and very similar to the pyra-
mid-size example shown below. 

 

This version, shown on a Clarke lamp cup, 
does not have the "chimney" at the top open-
ing like the one illustrated in the catalog.  
Perhaps, that is a distinguishing feature of 
the pyramid and fairy sizes. 
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The Brockwitz Glass Company was founded 
in 1903. When the company registered its 
first trademark in 1904, its list of products 
included household ware, drinking glasses 
and lamp shades.  Production came to a halt 
and in 1932 the company was taken over by 
an American group of investors (General 
Mortgage Credits Corp., New Jersey).5 

 

Last, but certainly not least, is a catalog page 
from a 1907 Vallerysthal & Portieux cata-
log.  It illustrates several different styles of 
candle lamps and several different variations 
in shades.  Except for model number 3381, 
(R-429) many of these styles are undocu-
mented.   

Due to the poor quality of the illustrations, 
details of the glass are difficult to decern.  
For example, it is difficult to tell if the glass 
is embossed with the design or is enamel 
decorated. Some features, however, are read-
ily apparent and worth noting. 

Model number 3380 is a "ball-shaped" lamp 
on a pedestal base.  The unusual feature is 
the candle cup that fits within the ball por-
tion of the lamp.  Without the candle cup I 
would imagine that this lamp could easy 
pass as a goblet or vase.  

                                                 
5 www.pressglas.de/Sammlung/Teller_Ein-
fuhrungstext/English/Explanations/Glassworks/glass
works.html 
 

Models 3382 and 3383 are very unusual 
shaped shades with a basic ball-shape with a 
waisted and flared top and bottom opening.  
They appear to be embossed with floral and 
geometric designs.  The shades rest on what 
appears to be a standard lamp cup with an 
internal retaining ring similar to the ones il-
lustrated in the Walther and Brockwitz cata-
logs.  In this case, however, it is not clear if 
the shade rests on or around the retaining 
ring of the base — a very unusual design for 
sure. 

Model 3384 has a waisted and flared top 
opening similar to the others but has deco-
rated vertical sides.  The decoration appears 
to be applied rather than embossed or etched 
and is of a church or cottage in a rural set-
ting.  This shade uses the same lamp cup as 
the others but could be easily misidentified 
as a "chimney type" if found without the 
lamp cup. 

Model 3385 is a decorated "dome-shaped" 
shade on what appears to be a matching 
lamp cup.  The decoration, a cottage or 
church in a rural setting, appears to be 
painted but could just as easily be an etched 
design.  The base appears to be undecorated 
but probably matches the glass in the shade.  
Typical of the other lamp cups, the shade fits 
around the cup's retaining ring instead of 
within the cup. 

Model 3388 utilizes the same basic lamp 
cup with a selection of different shades.  
These shades are the more traditional "dome 
shape" of floral or geometric designs.  One 
design, example "d," appears to include the 
French rooster in the design. The rooster is 
an unofficial symbol of France with a sym-
bolic and colorful heritage.6 

Needless to say, these early catalogs are 
priceless in expanding our knowledge and 
understanding of fairy and candle lamp pro-
                                                 
6 Additional historical information on the French 
rooster can be found at www.franceway.com/ 
w3/Facts&Figures/ 
politics/republiquesymbols.html 
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duction.  I have included full size copies of 
these catalog pages for your files. 

I am very grateful to Rod for providing cop-
ies of these early catalogs to us.  Perhaps our 
members can return the favor by supporting 
the Pressed Glass Collectors Club with in-
formation on the early production of pressed 
glass in the US. 

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY NIGHT L IGHT 

ADVERTISEMENT  by Jim & John 

The Old English Night Lights distributed by 
Faroy in the 1950-60's are well known by 
many fairy lamp collectors.  They have been 
documented in our Club's newsletter and 
website7 and yet continue to be a source of 
confusion for many new collectors.  Until 
now, however, we have not seen any adver-
tisements for them.   

 

John provided me an original advertisement 
from a September 1959 issue of Antiques.  It 
does not mention Faroy specifically but does 
mention the Candles of the Month Club that 
was identified on the original fairy lamp 
box. 

This advertisement, which incorrectly states 
that they were made — "from original molds 
used by the Clarkes about 1844" — also in-
dicates that a Pyramid candle is included 
with each lamp.  The candles are also well 

                                                 
7 FL-VIII-2, 1998 and www.fairylamp.com/ 
Fairylamp/Faroy.html 

known and are made of paraffin instead of 
the earlier tallow candles.  In addition, these 
candles have a crimped paper bottom instead 
on the earlier plaster bases. 

 

The shade is easily recognized by the ta-
pered and ground top opening instead of the 
polished and flat opening of earlier versions.  
They came in a variety of colors as noted in 
the advertisements and came with clear or 
matching colored lamp cups.   

 

The lamp cups are also easily recognized by 
the "stick-figure" Clarke trademark but are 
almost identical in every other way. 

It is fortuitous that John provided this adver-
tisement at this time as reproductions of 
fairy lamps continue to crop up.   

Recently, Louis in the UK, sent me a fairy-
size lamp cup in cobalt blue.  If was un-
marked but, except for the "feel," it was  
very similar to Clarke's lamp cups.  I do not 
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know the origin of this cup. Ken in Austra-
lia, however, has reported many reproduc-
tion fairy lamps are available in Hong Kong. 
Perhaps this cup is one of them. 

In addition, Bob recently alerted me to the 
"Nova Lamps" distributed by Serv-U, an 
online restaurant supplier.8 

 

• Complete Lamp Set includes 6 lamps 
and matching fuel cells. 

• Two piece 4 ½ h. glass lamps with crisp 
mini-diamond pattern that diffuses light. 

• Available (In-stock) in Clear only. 
• Uses 36 hour disposable fuel cells.  
• Nova replacement tops and bases are 

also available. Sold individually 

I have not seen examples of these lamps but 
they are not likely to confuse experienced 
collectors.  They may however, as time 
passes, be a source of confusion for new col-
lectors and uninformed dealers. 

While contemporary fairy lamps are plenti-
ful and make excellent collections, we have 
not been overwhelmed with reproductions of 
early fairy lamps.  They exist, however, and 
in addition to the diamond point fairy lamps, 
there are several others, including Italian 
Burmese fairy lamps from the 1970's.   

Perhaps it is time (past time probably) to 
document the true reproduction (not con-
temporary) fairy lamps that copy early pro-

                                                 
8 www.servu-online.com/PDFFiles/Catalog/Product-
PDfs/pg165%202004%20catalog.pdf 

duction styles.  This sounds like a worthy 
"project" for someone to sign-up for. 

CLARKE CRICKLITES – SWISS AD-

VERTISEMENT  by Jim & Graham 

We are well aware of Clarke's attitude to-
ward advertising.  He clearly saw the value 
and spared no expense in producing color 
ads in well known publications such as the 
Illustrated London News, Crockery & Glass 
Journal, The Graphic, Pears, and the Pot-
tery Gazette to name a few.  With few ex-
ceptions, most of the advertisements were in 
British publications.  Now, however, Gra-
ham has found a Clarke advertisement in a 
publication from an unexpected source. 

Graham purchased a magazine called Pall 
Mall from Switzerland.  Inside the magazine 
were several inserts including one for 
Clarke's Cricklites and Pannikins.  The in-
sert was folded in half and printed in color 
on one side and black and white on the other 
side.  The ad was a crisp and fresh as the day 
it was inserted in the magazine.   

It is impossible to show the advertisements 
clearly in this newsletter but I would like to 
highlight a few interesting features.  

 

The colored side of the insert showed what 
appears to be Clarke's Model 5 Cricklite 
standards with both brass and Opal (as-
sumed to be glass) pillars. The Opal pillars 
came in three lengths, 3, 5, and 7 inches.  
The single Cricklite versions were adver-
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tised as piano and reading lamps and were 
shown with paper shades supported by sim-
ple wire brackets.  The wire brackets used 
with Clarke's glass were advertised as being 
the only safe way to use paper shades on 
candle lamps. 

If you follow Clarke's advertisements 
closely, you know that he had a keen eye for 
detail.  The graphics used in his ads were 
skillfully drawn and were accurate in minute 
details.  The Swedish advertisement, how-
ever, lacked these qualities. 

 

In this excerpt from the ad the artwork is 
"symbolic" in nature but shows important 
details such as Clarke's "double wick" can-
dles and details on how the wire basket rests 
on the Cricklite shade.  While the artist paid 
some attention to detail, it is a mystery why 
he/she illustrated the chimney opening as be-
ing tapered and somewhat bulbous in shape.  
Is this a shape we are not aware of or simply 
artistic license.  Since this shape is repeated 
in all the shades, there may be more to this 
story. 

The reverse side of the advertisement con-
tained several ads for Clarke's Food Panni-
kin, Pyramid Nursery Lamp, Pyramid Night 
Light Watch Holder, Pyramid Vaporizer, 
and of course, Night Lights.  We have seen 

the ads before in other publications, how-
ever, these contain some interesting tidbits 
of information. 

 

This ad describes the "Pyramid Nursery 
Lamp" (top left) as the standard nursery 
lamp for forty years.  That would put the 
lamp back to 1858.  It further reads that it 
comes with the "Burglars Horror Lamp" 
shown with a clear shade on a handled brass 
cup.  And, finally, the ad states: 

The Children's Blessing! 
The Old Man's Friend! 

The "Food Pannikin" (Registered Design 
92241 upper right) refers to the pottery cup 
itself.  It is advertised as being sold sepa-
rately and is illustrated without a lid.  It 
came in three sizes and was advertised as al-
lowing "liquid food to be pour or drunk 
without scum or grease passing through the 
spout …. so objectionable to other Panni-
kins."  Apparently, Clarke had some compe-
tition in this market. 
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The Pyramid Night Light Watch Holder 
(bottom left) is also a registered design and 
was shown with the "Burglars Horror" lamp, 
again with a clear shade.  This particular 
watch stand remains, to the best of my 
knowledge, undiscovered.  It anyone has 
one, I am sure we would all appreciate see-
ing it. 

Finally, the Pyramid Vaporizer (shown in 
the bottom right of the ad). 

 

John provided this image some time ago of a 
Clarke Vaporizer stand.  The lamp cup por-
tion is the same as the others but has an arm 
to support the vaporizer cup. The supporting 
arm is also marked Clarke.  

The example in the ad is advertised as being 
"For Disinfectants or Perfumes" and is illus-
trated with a Nailsea-type (Verre Moiré) 
shade. 

 

The remaining ad on the insert promoted 
Clarke's Fairy Lights (candles).  He indi-

cated that they were "Specially Adapted for 
Country Houses and Absolutely Safe."  This 
suggests that Clarke was feeling the compe-
tition from gas lighting in the urban areas 
and he is focusing his market on homes in 
the country.   

These ads are but a few that Clarke produced 
to market his wares.  Most will agree that he 
was a marketing genius for his time.  It is 
unfortunate that his era was a 100 years be-
fore the Internet.  Can you imagine how he 
might have used today's media? 

For those who have access to our Club's 
website, I have put these and many more of 
Clarke's advertisements in the category 
"Fairy Lamp Catalogs and Advertisements." 

FAIRY TALES 

REUNION OF THE M IRROR IMAGE 

FAIRY LAMPS by Pat & Bob 

While gathering material and taking photo-
graphs of fairy lamps for our book, in the 
1990’s we traveled across the US several 
times and made purchases, took pictures and 
went to several museums.  Along the way 
we photographed R-786 – two pyramid 
domes on velvet edged oval mirror with fo-
liage painted on the left side of the mirror.  
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On another trip we visited an antique mall in 
the central part of the country and there was 
another velvet edged oval mirror pyramid-
size fairy lamp wall hanger with foliage 
painted on the side of the mirror.  This one 
had two light green marbleized domes on it. 

 

When we mentioned our great purchase to 
the owners of R-786, we were told this 
story:  

Many years prior a “pair” of mirrored wall 
hangers had been offered to them, during a 
phone conversation, by a well known an-
tique dealer who had just returned from 
England.  Not wanting two identical lamps, 
only one was purchased.  It arrived with a 
pair of green marbleized paneled domes on 
either side of the glass bud vase.  Over the 
years one of the domes got broken so the 
two were replaced with another pair of 
domes prior to us photographing the lamps.  

Well, it turned out that our new purchase 
had the painting on the right side of the mir-
ror.  We contacted the antique dealer 
through the mall and found out from her that 
“yes," she had bought “our” hanger from the 
same dealer as the one pictured in our book.  

Offering to purchase R-786 if and when the 
owners would part with it we kept our eyes 
pealed for two green shades.  Soon we found 
a single one that is slightly brighter in color 
but that was it.  Recently we were offered R-
786 and purchased it.  We emailed several 
collectors asking if they had a spare match-
ing dome and sure enough the original re-
maining shade, that had been sold, was of-
fered to us.  

 

This is as good as it gets.  So beware – a 
“pair” means two but not always identical. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

FOR SALE  

Fairy Lamp Club Newsletters  
A bound set of all the back issues of the Fairy 
Lamp Club Newsletters is available.9 The vol-
umes include an index of articles and num-
bered tab pages for easy reference.  The col-
lection is bound in two three-ring binders with 
a colorful cover insert and spine label.  The 
collection is only $90 including free shipping 
to Fairy Lamp Club members in the US.   

Undocumented Victorian Fairy Lamp 
Photo Album 
This photo album of previously undocumented 
fairy lamps was developed from contributions 
of members of the Fairy Lamp Club over an 
eight-year period.  It is a unique document not 
                                                 
9 The Fairy Lamp Club quarterly newsletter has been 
published since November 1996. 
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available anywhere except through the Fairy 
Lamp Club.  The photo album currently con-
tains 69 pages of photographs.  Each page 
contains four color images with a description 
and unique identifier.  The collection is bound 
in a three-ring binder with an attractive cover 
insert and spine label.  This single volume is 
only $30 including free shipping to Fairy 
Lamp Club members in the US.   

Place your order by sending payment to: 

Jim Sapp, P.O. Box 438, Pine, CO  80470 
Phone: (303) 816-0944 
eMail:  jimsapp@wispertel.net 

Paypal payments are also accepted at no addi-
tional charge.   

REFERENCE GUIDELINES  

This newsletter makes extensive use of 
FAIRY LAMPS - Elegance in Candle Lighting, 
by Bob & Pat Ruf, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 
1996, in identifying fairy lamps.  While this 
is the most complete reference book, there 
are others that you may also use.  For consis-
tency, we will use the following key to ref-
erence illustrations of fairy lamps.  The first 
letter will identify the reference book fol-
lowed by a plate or figure number.   

For example: 

A-P3-4  Refers to T. Robert Anthony's book 
19th Century Fairy Lamps, plate 3, number 4. 

C-227  Refers to a fairy lamp number in 
Clarke's 1888 catalog, reprint by T. Robert 
Anthony catalog number 227. 

FL-XV-2   Refers to the Fairy Lamp Club 
Newsletter, Issue XV (15), page 2. 

H-P117-2218  Refers to the Hosch catalog, 
Plate 117, item 2218.  In the case where the 
Hosch catalog plate number is unknown, the 
plate number will simply be "Unknown." 

R-167  Refers to Bob & Pat Ruf's book 
FAIRY LAMPS-Elegance in Candle Lighting, 
figure 167. 

T-PV-8  Refers to Dorothy Tibbetts' book 
Clarke's Fairy-Lamps, plate V, number 8. 

U-10  Refers to photographic examples of 
fairy lamps that are not shown in any of ref-
erence books.  They have been assigned an 
undocumented reference number in the Un-
documented Fairy Lamps section of the 
newsletter.  In this example Undocumented 
fairy lamp number 10.  

Let me know if other reference materials 
need to be added to the code list. 

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION  

The Fairy Lamp Club is a non-profit club for 
collectors of Victorian and contemporary fairy 
lamps.  The club's quarterly newsletter is pub-
lished in the months of February, May, Au-
gust, and November.  The purpose of the 
newsletter is to provide a forum for members 
to share information about fairy lamps with 
others and is greatly dependent upon the con-
tributions of our members for its content. 

To join the Fairy Lamp Club and receive the 
Fairy Lamp Newsletter for one year, please 
send $20.00 to: 

JIM SAPP 
P.O. BOX 438 
PINE , CO  80470 

E-mail: jimsapp@wispertel.net 
Telephone:.............................(303) 816-0944 
Fax: .......................................(508) 448-8917 

Checks must be made payable to Jim Sapp.  
PayPal payments to jimsapp@wispertel.net 
are also accepted at no additional charge. 

Foreign membership dues are $25.00 per 
year. 
Thanks 
Thanks to everyone who contributed to this 
issue of the newsletter.  The success and 
continued growth of this newsletter is di-
rectly attributed to your participation.  

 
 


